
Bradley 
5907-LP CDB 

UPC: 844375039520

Also Available

5907-LP CDB-BLK 5907-SF CDB-BLK 5907-M1L CDB-BLK

Fixture Finish: Cordoban Bronze

Glass/Shade Finish: 

Materials: Steel

Fixture Width: 35.875” 91.12cm

Fixture Height: 20.125” 51.12cm

Fixture Extension 15” 38.1cm

Glass Diameter: 

Glass Height: 

Canopy Backplate Dimensions: 18”L x 4.5”W x 1”E 45.72cmL x 11.43cmW x 2.54cmE

Chain: 2ea 6’ 2ea 1.83m

Rod: NA NA

Wire: 10’ 3.048m

Bulb Type: Incandescent, Type B No

Wattage: 8 x 60W(C)

Voltage: 110

Install Position:

Approved Location: Dry Location

Safety Rating: UL,CUL

Dimensions and specifications are approximate and based on the most current information possible at the time of publication. Golden Lighting reserves the right to make design changes and modifications 
without prior notice. Golden Lighting products are UL/CUL approved. Unless otherwise noted as pending, Wattages stated are the maximum recommended; however, lower wattages may be used. Bulbs are not 
included unless otherwise noted. Larger fixtures may require reinforced outlet boxes and additional support. Receipt or possession of this catalog does not constitute an agreement to sell.
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Linear Pendant (No shades)

The Smithsonian Institute is charged with both preserving our heritage and shaping our 
future. The institute is home to a brass and cast iron candlestick created by Bradley & Hubbard 
Manufacturing Company in the early 1900s. Inspired, our designers created a collection 
of hard-wired lighting fixtures based on the candle holder. The strong arms of the fixtures 
replicate the shape and feel of the Arts and Crafts style candlestick. The clean, linear arms of 
the fixtures and soft creamy candles successfully tie the new with the old, creating an updated 
traditional style. The rich, dark undertones of the multi-layered Cordoban Bronze finish is 
brightened with brushed highlights. The dramatic look of the collection is completed with 
optional matte black metal shades with gold interiors. This Linear Pendant is perfect over a 
long table.
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